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Abstract

1

In this paper we apply the Fourier-Gegenbauer
(FG)
method,introduced
in [4],to evaluatespatialderivatives
of

Fourier spectralmethods,dealingwith the approximation
of functions by trigonometric series, are highly efficient
for the solutionof differential equations,for the following
reasons:first, the differential operators are representedin
the transformspaceby diagonalmatrices, thereforedecoupling harmonicswith different wave numbers. Then, the
pseudo-spectralFourier method is compatiblewith a fast

discontinuousbut piecewiseanalytic functions. The basic
conceptionof this methodconsistsof the reexpansionof the
partial sum of Fourier seriesof a function, which doesnot
convergein the maximumnorm (Gibbsphenomenon),
into
a rapidly convergentGegenbauerseries. This techniqueis
extended in order to construct the Gegenbauerseriesfor
the derivatives. Although the derivativesof discontinuous
functions are not in L2, the exponential convergenceof
truncated Gegenbauerseriescan be proved, and the rate
of convergencecan be estimated. parameters
When the FG method is applied to the solution of a
boundary-valueproblem with a modified Helmholtz operator, an intermediatesolutionmay havesteepprofilesnear
the boundaries. These steep regionsintroduce a large error into the final solution,wich has (presumably)a smooth
profile. A methodwhichcompensates
for this lossof accuracy by usingappropriately constructedboundary Green's
functions. is proposed.
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Introduction

transform(FFT) on an regularlyspacedgrid. Finally, for
time-dependentproblemsthe useof a uniformspatial grid
permits larger stability boundson the time step than in

polynomialmethods(J5]).
It is known,however,that trigonometricseriesconverge
exponentiallyfast only for analytic and periodic functions.
For non-periodic functions, having a discontinuousperiodic extension,Fourier seriesdo not convergeuniformly in
the interval. Away from the boundaries the rate of convergenceis O(1/N), while near the boundariesoscillations

of orderO(1), whichdo not decrease
with N, appear(the
Gibbs phenomenon).
The Fourier method can be successfullyused, however,
for the solution of non-periodicproblems if the functions

are preliminarysmoothed.In [2] the trigonometricbasis
wasemployedalongwith a smoothingprocedure,u•ing an
appropriately constructed bell function. However. such a

smoothingprocedurerequiresthe knowledgeof the function on an extendeddomain,which is not possiblein case
of non-periodicity.
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In [6, 4] it wasshownthat the first Fouriercoefficients
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](k), Ikl _• N of an analytic
but notperiodic
function
f(x),x • [-1, 1] containenoughinformationto construct
a spectrallyaccurateapproximationto this functionby a
Gegenbauer
expansion.This expansion
is spectrallyaccurate on the wholeinterval,includingthe point of discontinuity itself (x = :t:1). It wasproventhat if the numberof
termsand the parameterA of the Gegenbauer
polynomials

Cl•(X)areproportional
to the number
of Fouriermodes,
then this seriesconverges
exponentiallywith N.
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In the presentpaper we extend the Fourier-Gegenbauer x • [-1,1] with exponentialaccuracyin the maximum

(FG) methodof [6, 4] to evaluate,within spectralaccu-

norm.

The truncated Fourier series for a discontinuous function
racy, the derivatives of an analytic but non-periodicfunction. The convergence
of truncated Gegenbauerserieswith
N is not ensured automatically for the derivatives, since
N
the Fourier seriesfor the derivativesare not necessarily
(s)
fN(x) =
bounded. which is •Ve will demonstratein this paper that
k=-N
there exists a parametric region where Gegenbauerseries
for the derivativesconvergeexponentially.
converges
slowly,
likeO(•), insidetheintervalandexThe application of the FG method to the solution hibitsO(1) spuriousoscillations
near the boundariesx of differential equations, in particular, to the modified :i:1 known as Gibbs phenomenon. Thus there is no conHelmholtz equation
vergencein the maximum norm.

(1)

u"-/•2u = -/•2f(x),

x • [a,b]

which is frequently used in CFD applications, faces additional difficulties. For t• >> 1, a particular solution,
which is obtained in an intermediate step of the numerical method, has a large gradient near the boundaries.
This gradient cannot be resolvedaccuratelyby the present
method. Thus, a large error is introducedinto the final solution, even if it is smooth and doesnot contain boundary
layers. X• propose a correction procedure, using appropriately constructed homogeneoussolutions, in order to
recoverthe spectral accuracy.
The outline of this paper is as follows: in section2 we set
up the stage for the rest of the paper with a brief description and notations for the Fourier-Gegenbauermethod. In
section 3, estimates for the accuracy of Gegenbauer integration and differentiation are given. In the next section,a
method for improvingthe convergenceof the FG method,
basedon successive
smoothingsof the original function, is
described. Finally, in section5 we apply the FG method
to the solution of non-periodic boundary-value problems
while preservingthe spectral accuracy.

2

The

Fourier-Gegenbauer

method
In this sectionwe briefly describethe Fourier-Gegenbauer

The basicapproachof [4] consists
of reexpanding
Eq.
(3) into rapidly convergent
Gegenbauer
series

(4)

f(x) =
1=0

whereC'/•(•) is the two-parametric
familyof the Gegenbauerpolynomials(l is the order of the polynomial,• is a
parameter. The formula for computationof the polynomi-

alsC/•(•) canbefoundin [1],page782).
The Gegenbauercoefficientsare defined by

i

(s)

(1-

where

(6)

h• = rr«Ct•(1)
F(X+1/2)
r(x)(t + x)

As we do not know the functionf(x), but rather its truncated FourierseriesEq. (3), we have only an approxima-

tionto ]'x(1)which
wedenote
by

(7)

--

(1- x2)'x-«fs'(x)Cfi(x)dx.

It is a remarkablefact that the approximateGegenbauer

coefficients
• (1)canbeexplicitly
expressed
intermsofthe
Fourier
coefficients
•(k) m follows:

methodof [6, 4]. Consideran analyticbut not periodic (8)
functionf(x) definedin [-1, 1]. Sucha functionhasdiscontinuities

at the boundaries

x -

are definedby

7(I)=

+

:t:1 if it is extended

periodicallywith period2. The Fouriercoefficients
of f(x)

(2)

=
0(1•1•

whereF(A) and J•(x) •e the Gammaandthe Besselfunc-

f(x)e-ilc•rXdx

tions. The corresponding
Gegenbauerexpansion,b•ed on

theapproximate
coe•cients
g• (l) willbethen:
M

Assume
thatthefirst2N + 1 Fourier
coefficients
](k) are
given. Our objectiveis to recoverthe functionf(x) on
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(integrals)of the functionf(x) in the spectral
We shall refer to Eqs. (9, 9) as the Fourier-Gegenbauer derivatives

(FG) approximation
of f(x).

Forther-th derivative
f(r)(x), r = 1,2,...,wehave:
The transformation
from space.

f (x) to õ• (l) will bedenoted
6.
The differencebetweenthe Gegenbauerpartial sumwith
21!terms of the functionf(x)
M

(10)

f•l(x)=

L(k) -- (i•rk)r
f(k),

and that of the truncatedFourierseriesfN (x) is calledthe
error:.

Ikl_•N

and,similarly,
fortheintegral
I(x) - f_• f(t)dt:

(14)

/=0

truncation

(13)

i(k) =- ](k>
i•'k'

Ikl_•N.

A "natural" way to constructan approximationto the
derivativesor to the integral is to implementthe FG algo-

rithm,using
thecoefficients
(13) or(14)instead
of](k) in

TE(x,f,A,M,N)

Eq. (9).
We consider first the case of the derivatives.

:

(11)

• (iX(l)- •O•v(1))CtX(x)partial sum for the rth
/=0

The Fourier

derivativeof a functionf(x) is

defined by:

It measuresthe error in the finite Gegenbauerexpansion
due to the truncation

of the Fourier series.

This error

decaysexponentiallywith N providedthat both A and M
are proportionalto (but lessthan) N. For example,the
relationsM = A = N/4 can guaranteesucha decay.
The total error of the FG approximation

N

(15)
TheGegenbauer
coefficients
forf(" andff) aregiven
respectivelyby:

E(x,f,A,M,N) =1f(x)- f•.N(X) l
can be split into two componentsas follows:

E(x,f,•,M,N)
(12)

=

(16) f•(1)

= h• 1(1- x•)-•f(•)(x)C•(x)dx

If(x) - f•l(x) + f•(x) - fh.N(X) l (17)gN.•(I)
= -•X

<_ I/(x)-L•(x)l+
I f,•(x) - f•l,N(•) I ß

The secondcomponentis the truncation error (11). The

(x)C)(x)•
1//• (1- •)•-• 1t(r)

whereht• is definedin (6). Thenthe FG approximation
to the rth derivativeof f(x) will be:

first component

M

•

s•(•,L•,•,N)

•N

h•

M

'•(•)

(1)CtX(x)
1=0

= •]•(t)c)(•)/=0

(lS)

/=0

(note
thatf(r)
alsoonA).
M.N\ rx•
! depends

arises due to truncation of the Gegenbauerseries. It is
called the regula•zation error.

An estimate of the truncation error of this approxilnation is given by the following lemma:

3

Lemma 3.1 Givena functionf(x) in L2(-1, 1), thereexists a constant• independent
of A,M,N suchthat the

Convergence of the FourierGegenbauer series for deriva-

truncation error in the FG expansionof the r-th deriva-

tive of f(x) satisfiesthefollowingestimate:

tives and integrals
Our purposeis to constructa spectrallyaccurateapproximation to the derivatives(integrals)of an analytic and
not periodicfunctionf(x). As in the caseof interpolation,

wearegiven
onlythefirst2N+ 1Fourier
coefficients
f(k)
defined
in Eq. (2). Knowing
f(k), wecanrepresent
the

(19)TE(x,
f(•),
A,M,
N)<,•q)•(M,
A)(•-•)
x-•-•
We start with the case r = 1. We shall prove Lemma
3.1 for this caseand showthe generalizationto r > 1.
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where

(24)

max-•<x<•I C•(x) I = C/•(1)(see[3],page206)wehave:

•(1,A)=(l+2A1)(/+
1)
2(•- 1)

Combining
(21), (21) and (24), we obtain:

TE(x, f', ,•,M, N) _<

TE(x, ?, •, M, N) <

-- gNA(l))
(20) M maxmax
I(]•(/)
A• I

Mo_•t_•M
max
•(/,A)©h•

O<_l_<3d-l<x<l

< M

max

--

0</<M h•

f•TN(x)C•(x)(1x•)-2dx]

I/f•(f'(x)
- f;v(x))C•(x)(1x•)•-•/2dx

At this point we substitutethe expression

We have to find now a bound for the integral ß

(21)z, =

/: (f'(x)- f•,(x))C)(x)(1- :?)•-•/•x
1

(•)

•(•

into (25), and usingthe relation

It is convenient to introduce the following notations:

TN(X)

=

N(X)

f(x)-- fN(x)

--

(•c)

(•)-- fN(•)
1

.•(x)

= C)(x)(1-x2)X-•

H¾(x)= (1- x2)•-•(/+
2A-1)(-xC•(x)+
(in the last expression
we usedthe differentialrelationfor

C•(x)- see[1],page783).

=

r(x)i•(•
+,)7•+.(•)(•)•

(•?)

•](•)•

•

•

we are left with the following estimate:

Replacingthe relevanttermsin Eq. (21) andperforming

=

•'•C•(x)(• - x•)•-•

(see[3], page178) togetherwith the boundedness
of the
Fouriercoefficients
of f (x) (f (x) • L•[- 1,1]).

TE(x,f•,A,M,N)

integration by parts, we obtain:

•

= •(•_ •(•) = •

•

MA
max
•(l,A)h• F(A1)(/+
•)
0•t•M

r;.(x).•(•.)ax
1

(22)

= [r•.(z).•(x)]•_•-

1

c•(1)•>••

rN(X)**7(x)ax

•

Since[ J•(x) [• I for all x and y • 0, we obtain,after
The first componentvanishesbecauseWt(x) is zeroat the

endpoints•1. Substituting
theexpression
fromEq. (22)
and usingthe folloxving
relationfor the Gegenbauer
poly-

somealgebra:

(28)

nomials

•+••)c)•(x)
(2•) xC)(x)ck•(x)-2(x(it can be derivedaftersomemanipulations
with the r•
cursionformul• in [1],page782) we have:

•

=

•(t,x)

r•(x)(•
1

• m••1(/
A)•(•).•-•
O•l•M

where

(2o)

r(x) (t + x) r(t +

(I,•(t,
x)=2r(2x)

Herewealsousedthenotation.• = MA, Eq. (6) forhtx

r;(•)W(x)ax

and the relation

1

---

TE(x,f•,A,M,N) •

-- x .1

(x)ax

(30)

C)(1) =

r(t + 2X)
t!r(2•x)

SolutionOf Non-PeriodicPDE's By GegenbauerExpansions
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(see[3],page206).

2)i-1

It is easilyseenthat •l (l, A) is an increasingfunctionof
Ikl>N

I. Thus, we have:

< •i•(M,X) 7N
Ikl>N

(31)

where

< •i•l(M,A);N

Thetruncation
errorforthiscaseisO(•---•)

(35) •,t,x)= 2• r(2x)
r(x) (t+x)r(/+
[]

We havefoundthat the estimate(31) is validfor the FG
expansion
of the first derivativeof f(z).

Thetruncation
errorfortheapproximation
off(r)(z) is
given by:

(comparewith Eq. (29) for r = 1). Thereforefor the
rth derivative the truncation

error-will

be of the order

o( N--X-Z-•T).
•
[]
A similarproofappliesfor the caseof the integration,
(whichis a simplerone,sinceI(x) isin L2[-1, 1]). Forthe
integralof f(x), the truncationerrorTE(x, I, •, M, N) is

oforderO(•-r). Likewise,
successive
integrations
canbe

1

= r?•)(•)•(•)_•-

•

(•)u•/(•)•

performedon the Fouriercoefficients,
gaininga powerof
1IN at eachintegrationin the bound for the truncation
error.

Following
the demonstration
of [4]it canbe shownthat

where
T•-•)(z) isthetruncation
error
fortheapproximathe truncationerror in the approximationof the derivatives
tion of the (r-

1)th derivative. The integrationby parts

can be repeated r - 1 times,
yielding:

and integralsof f(x) becomesexponentiallysmall when
there is a linear relation between M, A and N.
The resultsare shownin Figs. 1 and 2 for the function

f(x) =x • .
Gegenbauer

lnterpolation

of

u-x**3,

exac•

coeff:clents

1
..

= (-1)
r/:,T•¾(x)U•(•)(x)dx

(32)

sincethe expressions
in bracketsvanishat the end points
ifA > r.
It can be shown that:

(33) **5(*>(x)
= (1-•2)x-•-*ox-*rx• •t •)
(a4)

•,(t,x)

=

H;:•[(•+p)(•
+2•- p)]

(for s = 1 it coincides
with • of Eq. (24)).
SubstitutingEq. (34) into Eq. (32), usingagainthe

boundEq. (27), andcombining
Eqs.(26), (6) and(30),
we have finally:

TE(x,f(O,A,M, N) •

• 0<t<M
m• •(t,x)c)(•)
h•

-8

-10

-12
2nd

der;vatlve

integra!
-14

'18.1 .o'.. .o'.. .o.,
• .01.2 o

12 o.,
I
o.
oi,

Figure1: Effectof differentiation
and integrationon the
pointwiseerror for Gegenbauer
interpolation
The accuracyof the FG approximationincreases
with N.
For fixed N, the error increaseswith the number of deriva-

tions: we obtain a larger error for the secondderivative
than for the first derivative, which itself is less accurate
than the interpolation. Integrationis moreaccuratethan
interpolation. This is in agreementwith the theoretical
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equation

1

We now considerthe solution of differential equationsby
the FG method. We illustrate our approachon a secondorder equation:

0.8

0.6

0.4

u• - lffu =
(37)

u(-1) =
u(1) =

-Ifil(x)

-1<x_<1

0.2

B1
B2

0

where f(x) is a continuousnon-periodicfunction in the

-0.4

domain[-1, 1] . We assumethat the solutionis not dependent on/•. This assumptionis accurate for the equations arisingfrom the implicit time discretizationof a timedependentCFD problem( in this casethe parameter/• is

/-

-1

I
-1

-0.8

-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

x

relatedto the time stepr as/• cx1/x/• ).
The numericalsolution processconsistsof two steps. In

the first stepwe applythe Fouriertransformto the Eq.(37)

Figure3: The particularsolutionup(x) at A = 5 (solid
line) and the exactsolutionu•(x) (dashedline)

and integrate in the Fourier space,to obtain the coefficients

profileup(x) is shownin Fig.1 in the casef(x) = x. A = 5
(solidline); the dashedline corresponds
to the exact solution u•(x) = x.
The purposeof the secondstep is to correct the particu+
lar solutionobtainedsothat it satisfiesthe givenboundary
Replacing
theFourier
coefficients
](k) in theFG algo- conditions.This can be done by adding two linearly inderithm (7)-(9) by the coefficients
(38) weobtaina particular pendent homogeneoussolutionsas follows:

(38)a(k)=

solutionup(x) in the physicalspace.
(41)
M

(39)

11•I.N(X
) = • f,XN(l)C•(x
)
1=0

u(x) =

up(x) + D•e -"• + D•e"*"

D1 and D2 being uniquely determined by the boundary
conditions

B1 and B2.

Equation(37) wassolvedfor the caseu(x) = x•. with
N = 64, m = I = 16. Two caseswere implementedß the

wherethe coefficients
6•,(I) are the FG coefficients
for
up(x).Wedefine
aswellfi•(/), theGegenbauer
coefficientsspectralcase(Fouriercoefficientsare computedexactly)
for ur(x).
It can be easilyshownthat the truncationerror up(x)
satisfiesthe followingestimate:

(40)TE(up,,X,
rn,
N) < .•q)(m,A)(•-•)
•+•

and the pseudospectral
case,wherethey are computedby
a FFT procedure. In both casesa linear combinationof the

exacthomogeneous
functions
e+•'x wasaddedto the particular solution, in order to enforceboundary conditions.
The logarithmof the error for/• = i , is sho•vnin Figs.
4 and 5, for the spectralcase. The FG seriesconverges
pointwisewith exponentialaccuracy. Results for several

where
(I)(M,,•)= (M+A)F(M+2A)F(A)
(M-1)!F(2A)
and
.• isaconstant.
It valuesof/• are summarizedin Table 2. The logarithmof
can be made exponentially small for large N and by choosing the parameters M, A accordingly. Details are given in
Appendix A.
The particular solution thus constructedtends to 0 near
the boundariesx = +1 in accordancewith an asymptotic

behavior
oftheFourier
coefficients
•(k) ,,•f(k)/k 2,,•i/k s

the maximumerror norm is shownfor the spectraland
pseudospectral
Gegenbauer
procedure, and comparedto
the spectraland pseudospectral
Fourierexpansion.
We canseethat for small•'s the Gegenbauer
expansion
recovers
the accuracylostin the Fourierexpansion,
bothin
the spectraland pseudospectral
case. However,for 20 <_

at k >> 1, which is typical of C x- continuousfunctions /• _< 60 the spectral accuracy deteriorates, to the extent
(GottliebandOrszag,[7]). Thereforeit doesnot necessar- that in this parameterintervalthe Fourierexpansiongives
ily satisfythe boundaryconditions(37). For example,the better resultsthan the FG expansion. The reasonfor this
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Fourief-Gegenbauer

solution

of aelrahol•z

eq.

for
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u=x..3

-2

-4

Four•er-Geqenbauer

solution

of

,

Hel•holtz

eq.

l[or

,

I lu-uexl

t --

o10

-12

-14

-16

-1

-0,8

-0,6

-0.4

-0,2

0

0,2

0.4

0,6

0.8

X

Figure 4: Pointwise error in F-G solution of Helmholtz
equation. spectral case

2

•0

I

25

310 35I

I

40

415 50I

I

55

I

60

65

N

Figure 5: Maximum error in F-G solution of Hehnholtz

•

Spectral

Pseudospectral

I

-13.066

-4.840

-12.925

-3.969

5

-5.930

-4.260

-5.930

-3.413

10

-2.889

-3.567

-2.888

-2.750

20

-1.386

-2.946

-1.383

-2.191

40

-1.874

-2.347

-1.861

-1.708

60

-3.057

-2.006

-3.026

-1.478

80

-4:228

-1.773

-4.176

-1.350

Table2: LogII u - Uex

for u"

GegenbauerFourier Gegenbauer Fourier

= f,

-14
15

eqnation, spectral case

ate stepof the computationof Up(X).
As shownin Table 3, we obtain then a good accuracy

for every•zin the interval[1, 80] .
•

Spectral
Pseudospectral
Gegenbauer Gegenbauer

x3
1

-9.421

10.078

5

-9.608

-10.212

behavior is the presenceof exponential componentse-•'x

10

-9.854

-10.480

ande•x in the particularsolutionup(x) obtainedfromthe
procedure. For large•z'sthe profileUp(X)coincides
with

20

-10.342

-10.970

40

-10.913

-11.498

the line u(x) = x insidethe interval, exceptfor two thin

60

-11.184

-11.835

regions near the boundary, where it abruptly decays to

80

-11.362

-11.932

zero.

The operator G interpolates well the smooth part of the Table3: Log II
•e• I1• for u"- tz2u= f, u = x3, for
particular solution, but cannot obtain a high accuracyin approximatedhomogeneoussolutions
the interpolation of the steep exponential functions. This
is shown in Fig. 6.
The approximationerror for the Fourier-Gegenbauer
soThe previousobservationgivesus the meansto compenlutionof the Helmholtzequationstemsfromthe largeregsate exactly for the numerical error which arises due to
the boundary layers. Instead of using the exact functions ularizationerror RE(x, up,M, A,N) in the homogeneous
eñ•'x in the secondstepof the algorithm,we shalldefine componentsof the solution for large •z's. This error is
as new homogeneoussolutionsthe FG expansionof these shownin Fig. 7 as a function of 2N, the numberof terms
in the Fourierpartial sum, and for severalvaluesof •z. We
functions, as follows:
ß

havechosen
the samevaluesfor the parameters
asin [4],

(42)
(43)

uh• = •J-•(eux)
ua2 = 6-•(e -•'•)

and thus cancelthe approximationerror in the intermedi-

namely,
M = A = •. Whentheratior = • reaches
someminimumvalue(meaningthat the minimumnumber
of termsper waveis satisfied), we obtain an exponential
convergence
of the solution,as expected.
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interpolation

for
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u=sinh(20x)/sinh(20),N=64,#=L.MBDA=N/4

interIx>late•

•

sxact

0.8

....

0.6

uxx-la2u' = f(x)
(44)

u(-1)

=

-l_•x•_

1

-u(1)

0.4

wheref(x) is a continuousantisymmetricfunctionin the
domain(-1, 1) . As explainedbeforethe particularsolu-

0.2

0

tion obtained by the spectral procedure would have (for
large/z) a smoothcomponentand a non-smoothexponen-

tial component.If us(x) designates
sucha particularsolution, it must be of the form:

-0.6

-'1
-1

-

-O.g

01.6 -0.4I

.01.2 0!

I.

I

0 2

I

0.4

I

0.6

(45)

us(x
) = us(x)-Us(1)
sinh(px)
sinh(p)

0.8

x

sinceus(1) = 0. It canbe assumed
that the homogeneous
sinh(pz)

Figure
6: Gegenbauer
interpolation
of sinh(•)
for•t = 20
Resolutxon

error

for

Fourier-Gegenbauer

solution
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functions,
hencethe sinh(/zx)insteadof em"•. However,
the solution obtained from the Gegenbauerprocedure is

6-•(ug(1)) andnot (us(1)).As6-1(rig(i)) • 0 wedonot
have an equality but'

-,,

.. .
ß

-4

---•,

mu=4o

solutionwill be in this casea combinationof antisymmetric

,,

,
..

(46)

,

ß

ß

6-1(ug(1)) •

',,,

6-1(Us(1))[1-ut•(1)]

sinh(•x)

-5

where
ua•(x): G-l(sinh(g)
)'

-6

Therefore we obtain the following approximation for
u,(1) '

",
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Figure
7: Resolution
error
E(•. •-,N,•)

norm for different values of

u.(1)

•

6-•(us(1))
[1- ua•(1)]

so that we can computean approximationto u•(x) by Eq.
(45).
We expect this approximationto be accuratefor large
inmaximum
ft as it cancelsthe inaccuracypresentin the Gegenbauer

representation
of •in•(•)
Forsmall•'s (• < 10) •his
sinh/z
procedure becomesinaccurate.

5.1

Recovering the accuracy

In order to overcome the inaccuracy of the solution of

Symmetric

case

Eq. (37) for large /z, for a L2 non-periodicfunction The symmetriccaseis very similar; f(x) is a continuous,
.f(x), it is usefulto note that the partial sum us(x) =
symmetricfunctionin the domain(-1, 1), and we expect

]•-•=-N•tkeik•z
converges
toa periodic
function
thatwe

that:

shalldesignateby us(x). We proposehere a methodto
recoverthe accuracyfor large/z's, first for an antisymmetric function and then for a symmetric function. As every

functionf(x) can be written as the sum of a symmetric

(48)

us(x
) = us(x)-u•(1)
pcøsh(px)
sinh(p)

function and of an antisymmetric function , the following

Designatingby v(x) the first derivativeof u(x), whichis
procedure
is suitablefor everyf(x) 6 L2 andnon-periodic. antisymmetric, we obtain:
Antisymmetric

case

We considerthe antisymmetric casewhere:

(49)

. . sinh(•ux)

vs(x
) - v•(x)vs(1)
sinh(•)
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and an estimateto vs(1) can be foundas follows:

64, M = A = 16. The comparisonbetween the two meth-

(50)

tions and exact homogeneous
solution on one hand, and
the correctionprocedureon the other hand) is shownin
Fig. 8 . For the latter procedure,the accuracyfor small

ods (the solutionprocedurewith exact boundarycondi-

Vs(1)

[1 - tuh2(1)]

cosh(•x)•

where
uh2(x)
= •-1(Ltsinll(ltl)
] . Us(X
) isobtained
byintegrationof v,(x).

/Ysis poor,but improves
quicklyandan accuracy
of 10-lø
is achievedfor /• k 20 . For the former procedure the

solution

of

Helmholtz

,exact

situation

coefficients

reverses itself:

accurate results are obtained

for

small/Ys, and accuracydegradateswhen • increases.
The samecomparisonwasrepeatedfor the sameproblem

"---.
' 'EXH
M

with smoothed
right handside(Cø-continuity
ensuredby
subtracting a first-order polynomial from the right hand

side). As beforethe first solutionstrategy yields spectral accuracy for /• _• 5, then the accuracy deteriorates
while the accuracyof the correctionprocedureimproves.
Due to the higher smoothnessof the periodic extensionof

the f(x), the correctionprocedureachievesan accuracyof

10-12 in the maximumnorm. However,qualitativelythe
resultsof the two testsare similar (Fig. 9).
It is therefore possible to combine the two methods,
i
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Figure 8: Comparison of the accuracyof two different solutions. NBCOR: correctionprocedure. EXHOM :exact
homogeneousfunctions and boundary conditions
FG solutxon

of

Helmoltz

,exact

coefficients,
,

smoothed

r.h.s.

,

COEXHOM
CONBCOR

-

choosingthe correction procedure or the FG method with
prescribedboundary conditions,accordingto the value of
/•. Although the accuracy at the intersection point, in the

examplesshownhere,is only of 10-•, a better accuracy
can be obtained by successive
subtractionsof polynomials.
For example,If onehasto work in the region5 •_ # •_ 10, it
is advisableto work with the cubicsubtractionprocedure,
in order to ensurea good accuracy.

Resultsfor the solutionof the symmetric
caseu(x) -- 3z
4
arecomparable
to the CO-continuity
case.Whensolvinga
problem
withanarbitraryrighthandside(f(x) = xS+x4),
we obtain the worst-caseaccuracy,e.g. the sameaccuracy

-4

-6

F-G solution

of Helmholtz

,

,

,

by correction,exact
,
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9:Comparison
oftheaccuracy
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different
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functions
and boundary conditions
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Results

The correctionproceduredescribedabove was applied to

the sametest problemas in section4: u(x) = x•,N =

Figure10: Accuracyof the correctionmethodfor antisymmetric, symmetricand arbitrary r.h.s
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asfor u(x) = xa (Fig. 10).

method with other spectral methods, as Chebyshev or

Finally, the same tests were performed for the pseudospectralmethod. The exact Fourier coefficientsof the
Galerkin formulation were replacedby Fourier coefficients
obtained from a standard FFT procedure. The procedure
was found to be very sensitiveto the accuracyto which
these coefficientsare computed. Very poor results were
obtained for the correctionmethod, and the computation
of the coefficientsby a high-orderRombergprocedurewas
neededin order to achievea high accuracy. However,the
Rombergprocedureadds few calculationsto the process,
and the FFT method plus the extra computation for the
Rombergmethodstill are efficientenoughfor our purpose.

Fourier methods.

FG solution

of

Helmholtz

equation

discrete

Fourier

coeff

Fourier

coeffs

the first time.

The numerical

results seem to match

the

expectations. It becomestherefore possible to use the
Fourier coefficientsof non-periodicfunctionsto reconstruct
its derivativeswith a spectral accuracy. This was not possible in the classicalFourier spectral methods.

A

Truncation
ular

error for the partic-

solution

We are interested in evaluating the truncation error in
the Gegenbauerexpansionfor a particular solutionof Eq.
(37).

by correction
exact

Convergenceestimatesfor the solution of Helmholtz
equation, derivatives and integrals were investigated for

--

by Romberg int..

Lemma A.1 Giventheequation
u"-iffu = f(x), ill(x)
is a L• functionon[-1, 1] , andup(x)is a solution
of the
equationsuch that it has a continuousperiodic extension,

thereexists
a constant
.• independent
of,k,M, N suchthat
the truncationerrorfor Up(X)satisfiesthefollowingestimate:

2

(51)TE(x,up,
A,M,N)
-3.0
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I

3.O

I
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•
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where
(I)(M,A)= (M+•)r(•l+•)r(•)
(M- •)!r(2,x)

Figure 11: Comparison of the accuracy of the correction

Proof

method, for exact and discrete Fourier coefficients

f by u to obtain:

In the definitionof the truncationerror, we replace

TE(x, Up,A,M, N) _•

Results are shownin Fig. 11.

A,I max

max

O_•l _•M -l_•x_•l

6

Conclusion

I (fi'x(!)-

(52)
<_M

The Fourier-Gegenbauermethod was adapted to the solution of Helmholtz like equationsin non-periodicdomains.
This method can be helpful in the multidomain solutionof

CFD problems,sincea goodaccuracycanbe recovered(after a suitable adaptation to improvethe approximationof

max

O</<M h/A

f(x) is a L2 function,whichgivesß

the homogeneous
components).No overlappingis needed
between the subdomains,thus saving computation time
and storage space. However, for oscillatory functions, the
resolution requirements of the Gegenbauerexpansionare
more stringent than for Chebyshevor Fourier expansions,
and therefore more collocation points per wave are needed
when resolvingsteepgradients. The method becomesthen
less efficient. Future directionsof researchin this topic
shouldbe basedon the combinationof Fourier-Gegenbauer

(53)

<_ A

k = N,N+

1, N+

2...

It follows
that up(x)• L2[-1, 1],sinceit wasobtained
by

successive
integrations
off(x). Replacing
f(k) byft(k)we
obtain:

(54)

I

<

p2A
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•A

(55)

(56)

k2

_• N•

Note that the last bound is valid only for tz < N.

As in Paragraph2, we can combinethe equations(25)
(26) and (30) and obtainthe followingboundfor the truncationerrorof up:

where(I)(M,A) = (M+x)r(.•+2x)r(x)
whichcanbe made
(M- 1)!F(2)•)
exponentially sinall for large N and by choosingthe parameters M, A accordingly.
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